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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
This issue is super jammed packed.  The cover feature - The Openspace Problem 
- is an issue that is close to my heart.  As CEO of a content creation company and 
Editor in Cheif of this magazine, rich content is obviously very important to me.  
Watching this problem unfold I am deeply saddened at the loss of beauty that has 
been suffered as so many treasured SIMs one by one disappeared due to this 
ongoing pricing issue.  I would love to hear some of your thoughts and opinions on 
this issue.

Reed Steamroller has also once again brought our attention to another big and often 
forgotten issue in content creation.  His article sheds some light on mesh support 
and why it is so important and urgently needed.  After reading this article, everyone 
should be begging for mesh support for Christmas this year!

I also have to mention how thrilled I was at all the positive feedback we recieved 
from my “Gianna’s Picks” section.  I am so happy all of you liked it so much!  If 
you have an event or item that you think I should cover, you can write me on our 
website, send me a notecard in-world, or personally email me at: 
gianna [at] changingworldsbuildingdreams [dot] com. 

Happy Holidays and enjoy the issue!    
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The Robotar: 
The Smart Business Partner

From Sigmund Leominster

Maged Wise signed joined the Second Life™ community on 1st October, 
2007. Within six months, he and his partner, Jada Humby, have created 
J&M Creations, an in-world business selling a diverse range of products 
that includes gadgets, clothes, and furniture. Maged’s forté is in scripting 
while Jada is the creative designer of the physical products. Between 
them they now have a portfolio of products that range from L$50 to 
$10,000 and all points between. And now Mage has released the latest of 
their creations: The third generation Robotar.

To quote directly from the J&M brochure, the Robotar is, “a human 
looking intelligent robot that is loaded with features making it a perfect 
host for any venue.” Taking his cue from ALICE a famous artificial 
intelligence program that still exists in an online format, Maged took the 
basic notion of interactive communication via a script and built a robot 
around it. He talks about the robotars as having three key elements: 
simply put, they have a body, a brain, and a style. The brain is the central 
component to all the robotars but customers can have different bodies 
and appearances to their own unit.

“It all started with I discovered the artificial intelligence engine (ALICE) on 
the web. It allows you to carry on intelligent and funny conversations with 
a robot. I thought I must bring this to SL. So my first generation of bots 
did that, in addition to some host features. It looked like a Furry.

“In my second generation I added the human look, but it was not 
changeable by owner. They had to always ask us for new styles i.e. cloths/
skin etc. And it was stationary. So with the 3rd generation, we added a 
much more detailed human body that can be textured with normal avatar 
skin/cloths textures so owner can customize the style to their liking.

The Robotar:
The Smart Partner
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“We also prepared 12 prepackaged styles so buyers can also get those 
from us and change the style as they want. We added animations and 
now the robotar will move to the visitor, offer to shake their hand, and 
go back to its place. It also blinks, looks around, and always faces the 
closest avatar. This is in addition to adding a lot of other ‘host’ features to 
facilitate routine jobs like tracking visitors, greeting them, making periodic 
announcements, dealing with griefers, listening to chat, and relaying 
information and items to the owner.

“It also allows owner to program a custom menu and it provides action 
templates, which allow for calling someone for help, showing an info box, 
directing the customer to an URL, play a sound etc. You can have it listen 
and relaying all chat, and if addressed with questions, you can program it 
to answer back.”

The bot comes with a set of notecards that contain customizable 
parameters. The new owner has full access to these cards and can modify 
the way in which the robotar operates. For example, you can set your 
robotar so that one of the menu buttons is an invitation to “join” a group. 
With a little more programming, it’s possible to have the robotar answer 
questions such as “Tell me about the red stripy shirts” and the robotar 
will respond with a whatever text you want.

Do they sell well, I asked?

“From the first to the third generation, we have sold tons of them. The 
third generation seems to be gathering good sales momentum since it 
was introduced. It is definitely more expensive, but people see the value. 
Most customers take them to be hosts for their venues – dance clubs, 
parks, bars etc. Some take them for private houses to entertain guests. 
But shop owners are the most common, especially if they are apparel 
shop too, since they can also showcase their own clothing, and with the 
programmable menu, they can make them very helpful to visitors.”

If you’re curious about how the robotar operates, stop by the J&M 
Creations store and take a look. If Maged is there, he’s the sort of guy 
who loves to talk about his work and he’ll give you all the information you 
need. Or if you want to see a robotar “in the wild,” try a trip to Tammy’s 
Jazz Club where the owners already have two working the floor.

Links -

ALICE web site: 

http://alice.pandorabots.com
J&M Creations:

 http://slurl.com/secondlife/Nebo/129/80/22
Tammy’s Jazz Club: 

http://slurl.com/secondlife/Gardens%20of%20Eden/62/226/22

Robotars Giovanni and Mirna
(available for purchase at J&M Creations)







The Openspace prOblem
by Sadie Pippita

Photo by Wildstar Beaumont
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The Openspace prOblem
by Sadie Pippita

    Linden Lab officially stirred up a percentage of the Second Life 
community once again by announcing that effective January 1, 2009 the 
tier fees for Openspace SIMs will be increased by 66%.   These islands 
were created and meant to be used for lite use and activity, therefore 
they offer much less prims and will hold less avatars than regular SIMs, 
but at the same time are much less expensive. The good thing about the 
Openspace SIMs is that one CPU can effectively and efficiently service 
four SIMs on one server.  Regular SIM and regions get a full server to 
themselves to keep them fully maintained.

    The problem that Linden Lab is reporting is that the Openspace SIMs 
are not being used as they expected or intended.  Many residents in 
Second Life are using their Openspace SIM as they would a regular SIM.  
Some are using them as residential SIMs and others are using them 
for commercial spaces. They are lagging the SIMs down with twice the 
amount of avatars and usage than expected and that is in return causing 
a strain on many of the servers which in reality means that now Linden 
Lab needs more CPU’s to service and maintain what was once thought 
and meant to only be used for lite activity and to boarder SIMs with open 
land and water.

    Linden Lab, who chose to make these SIMs easy for almost anyone to 
purchase, now has to take the proper steps to be able to keep the grid 
and those Openspace SIMs stable.  This meant increasing the tier fees 
from $75.00USD to $125.00USD as well as upsetting a good number of 
residents that have chosen to make a business out of renting out multiple 
Openspace SIMs. The downside to this increase, besides the many angry 
and unhappy SIM owners, is that most regular SIMs cost $195 USD 
monthly to maintain.   Unfortunately, those Openspace residents under 
this increase would be paying close to the tiers of a regular SIM without 
the luxuries.   On the flip side, it does cost a great deal more money to 
actually purchase the regular SIM from Linden Lab as it does to purchase 
an Openspace SIM and keep in mind a regular SIM must already be owned 
to even be able to purchase one of these Openspace SIMs.

    After this announcement was made a group IM from the Second Life 
Mentor’s Group appeared. Someone was at the Linden Estate Services 
SIM and said that there were a lot of angry, irate and downright upset 
residents.  Once I got there a lot of people were spamming the chat with 
messages such as “Don’t Kill My Second Life” and urging people to blog 
this as well as go to JIRA and vote against the increase. Some were urging 
everyone to put a halt on buying Lindens from 10/29 through 11/4 and 
asking that no one logs into Second Life on 10/31 (as if that will happen 
with all of the Halloween events already planned). They claim that this 
will make an impact because statistics seem to be all that Linden Lab 
cares about.  Many people were carrying flags around in protest and 
some were dropping random prims.  Right before my eyes someone even 
constructed a brick wall blocking the entrance to the building.   As time 
went by, people came and left and the brick wall had been decorated with 
a cross and many giant pumpkins making out the letters S O S, “Save Our 
Second Life”. 

Photo by Rob Fairymeadow
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   What good is this protest though? No Lindens were around to hear what 
anyone had to say and they had filled the SIM so quickly that it took me 
even ten minutes to get in. Even with no one of importance to answer 
their questions or to take the brunt of their rage, the protest went on. So 
did plans to protest at the same location the next day.

   Second Life resident Celeste Auer said, “My family owns a few dozen 
SIMs here.  We just got up a website for the SOS group that is protesting 
and coordinating this. My brother is Jackson Rickenbacker, who was in 
the SL Herald article and provided the feeds to CNN.  It affects us mostly 
as many of our residents have been with us a long time, [They] moved to 
these Openspace SIMs and enjoyed them within the boundaries, and not 
they are being priced out of their simple joys here.  If this happens, we 
have no choice but to close them and 2 years of work.”

   Celeste continued to say “We had Openspace SIMs long before Second 
Life dropped prices and increased prims to entice people to them. They 
were never a problem until Linden Lab made more [openspace SIMs] and 
that made them more appealing and open to abuse. Now, Linden Lab is 
jumping on the people for using what they GAVE them. It makes no sense; 
there is something far more motivating this move on their part.”

   Celeste’s brother, SIM owner Jackson Rickenbacker, stated, “I’m a SIM 
owner with 22 Openspace SIMs and active in this movement against the 
new policies.  Firstly, there is the question if Linden Lab is legally allowed 
to do this, as they are a California based company and must abide by The 
State of California laws.  Typical Anti-Trust Lawsuits usually are handled 
at the State level before going Federal. Although, it can be argued that 
this is a game and TOS allows Linden Lab to operate however they want. 
Laws are meant to be interpreted in many ways.  Being that Linden Lab 
considers themselves a ‘Service Provider’, they should not be allowed to 
participate in the economic market with their clients, of which clearly not 
only do they participate but change the rules to their advantage at any 
whim. I believe that can be considered a violation of Anti-Trust Laws.”

   Who really is to blame for this increase? Is it Linden Lab? Did they 
hike the fees after a year as part of a plan to sucker many residents into 
spending more money in the end and to make a major profit? Or is it the 
SIM owners for putting too much strain on the SIMs causing the need for 
more support?

   After a while I did drop by Ahern to see if there was anything going on 
there and sure enough more of the same sort of protests going on, but 
to my surprise there were quite a few Linden supporters as well. People 
were arguing back and forth. Some were just frustrated and annoyed by 
the protesters and some found a way to make light of the situation.

    Juliette Schimer commented, “With the increase they are planning, we 
are all going to be affected. Tier will increase over all our lands, not just 
Openspace SIMs. People are walking away already from their SIMs. Rents 
will increase, because the owner can’t absorb the increase, and neither 
should they have to.  But everything sold here in Second Life is also going 
to increase in price. There is nowhere else the same as Second Life, and 
they know that, so they can do what they want. We have all made a new 
life in here and [we] don’t want to lose it.”

   Second Life resident Maurici0 Ferrer commented saying, “I think it is a 
serious error of Linden Lab and it would affect not only those who have 
negotiated or Openspaces, but also indirectly the whole economy. Further 
decelerating growth, which was already below expectations. A company 
that bills 100 USD a week cannot afford this and blame the residents, 
increasing the values absurdly.”

Photo by Rob Fairymeadow
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   I am sure this is not the end of this issue, but I do not see Linden Lab 
going back on their announcement to increase the fees. Good luck to all 
of you that have built a business around Openspace SIMs. I am sure it is 
going to be a rough ride for some, but tomorrow is a new day and there 
will always be something new to complain about.  After all this is Second 
Life and anything can happen.

Editor’s Note: 

After Sadie Pippita turned in her article for publishing, the story 
continued to develop.   The following is what transpired:

 The protests Sadie reported grew in number and occurrence.  Through 
the years, Second Life “residents” have held protests such as these when 
Linden Lab made a decision the community did not approve of.  The 
difference this time was that for the first time there was a competing 
virtual world that was in the beginning stages of trying to offer some 
of the same features as Second Life.  That virtual world is known as 
Openlife. Despite still being in the very early stages of development, 
within a week Openlife reported that they had over 30,000 new sign-
ups and over 1,000 new land orders.  That might not seem like much, 
however, land sales are one of the primary profits for Linden Lab, and 
so if the departure from Second Life to Openlife continued at that rate, 
Linden Lab would almost definitely feel the loss.  

Something must have stuck Linden Lab about this particular protest 
because CEO Mark Kingdon, aka M Linden, decided to address the 
protests and release new terms.  On the official Second Life blog (http://
blog.secondlife.com), he stated:

“One thing I learned and others were reminded about in this process is 
that we have a very connected, passionate Resident base and we need to 
bring you into the dialog earlier, before putting forward these decisions. 
The input we received after Jack’s announcement was prolific and by-and-
large very, very constructive. Second Life is at a size where 1:1 conversa-
tions are difficult and the forums are inadequate for full dialog. Office 
hours come up short, too. We have some thoughts on how to bring Resi-
dents into the dialog earlier which we will cover in a future blog post and 
Forum discussion.

When we sorted through the good and bad in the many conversations, 
comment cards, emails, and calls, you shared many things but there were 
three consistent themes we can work with:

1. Those of you who used the Openspaces as originally intended — for 
ocean or park land — want that product at the original price point and are 
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willing to accept clear restrictions on usage.

2. Some of you have built businesses on the Openspaces product, set your 
rental rates or built your groups and although you acknowledge you built 
more than was intended for Openspaces, a large and rapid price change is 
too much for you to absorb.

3. Some of you created builds that were between an ocean and a carnival 
and want some kind of “normal region lite” product – a lower price point 
than a normal region but with the ability to build a certain amount of con-
tent.”

The new changes announced involved re-categorizing the SIMs.  They 
created a new category called Homesteads, and redefined the definition 
of Openspace SIMs.  Homesteads are relatively the same as the original 
Openspaces except they will now have an occupancy cap of 20.   They 
may also be subject to additional script caps, but they have not been 
defined at this time.  The Homestead plan will be $95USD/month 
beginning on January 5th, 2009 and will increase to $125USD/month on 
July 1, 2009.   In addition, new SIMs will also have a setup fee of $375USD 
per SIM. You can convert current void SIMs to this plan for free up to 
January 9th, 2009. 

The newly defined Openspaces SIMs will have object limits cut to 750 
prims, and occupancy limits cut to 10.  They may also have script caps 
as well, but as with Homesteads they have not been defined at this time.  
They cannot list events or classifieds, and cannot be used as rentals or 
as “habitation” (although what constitutes “habitation was not defined).   
Pricing remains the same on these SIMs, and no discounts are available.  
All changes to Openspaces take effect on January 5th, 2009.

As expected, the Second Life community appears to be equally split on 
Linden Lab’s response.  Many residents applauded the rare reaction from 
Linden Lab and embraced the changes.  The other half still feel cheated 
claiming Linden Lab never intended the Openspace SIMS to be only lite 
use or that they should have anticipated abuse of them.  

Whether users will continue to flock to other options such as Openlife, 
or simply accept the updated changes remains to be seen, but sadly 
regardless the community will be left to mourn the loss of the beautiful 
SIMs that will be  lost due to this increase.

Photo by Wildstar Beaumont
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Sand CaStle StudioS

CelebrateS one Year!
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Recently Sand Castle Studios commemorated it’s one year anniversary 
with a high-powered fashion show event filled with fashion, fun, 
music and prizes.  For those of you that missed this wonderful event, 
it was a celebration to go down in the Second Life History books.  
The fashion show was exquisite with an elaborate runway design 

created by Sand Castle Studios own Reed Steamroller that spelled 
out the letters SCS (for Sand Castle Studios).  The models, provided 
by Palisade Models,  displayed sixty-one designs from nine of Second 
Life’s most treasured designers.  The designers were Elle74 Zaftig 
(Bellissima), Ema Poole (Ema’s), Potnia Theas (Urban Funeral), Laine 
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Markova (LM), Tracy Rubble (Trubble), Madeliefste Oh (Madame), 
Aeris Pinazzo (Mythology), Nicky LeMay (Wild Thing) and Yuli Orman 
(Yuli). The two hour show was commentated by Angelico Babii, who 
also happens to be the host MBC’s “The Late Show With Angelico 
Babii”. Angelico put his years of real life experience into making 

the fashion show fun and interactive for the models as well as the 
audience. After the fashion show there was a 45 minute break to give 
away some great and amazing prizes. There was a 3D logo design 
up for grabs, a fat pack of Yuli dresses, a bunch of gift certificates 
from multiple designers and so much more. Some of the designers 
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that participated in the fashion event had their designs for sale and 
yes, there were FREE Jax Streeter tank tops for all that dared to be 
“Jaxified”. 

Jax Streeter himself (who recently debuted his headquarters located 
on the same island) gave a performance that was one to blow any 

avatars mind.  He has a stage presence like no other performer in 
Second Life.  The crowd was in awe at how amazing a concert in 
Second Life could essentially be. Between the original songs and a few 
of everyone’s favorite covers, not to mention the amazing light show, 
Jax’s songs put a great ending to a wonderful days worth of events. 
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Gianna Borgnine, CEO of Sand Castle Studios said that, “It was a 
breakthrough year for Sand Castle Studios, thanks to the dedicated 
work of our talented and experienced team. I am so honored to 
be able to give back to those who have supported us this first year.  
We look forward to another great year of continued expansion and 

opportunities to raise the bar for development in Second Life.”   

Sand Castle Studios would like to thank everyone that participated 
in making this milestone a great success. Without the loyalty of their 
amazing clients this event would not have made such a huge impact.
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an argument for meSh Support
by Reed Steamroller

 Second Life needs to start supporting 3D content developed in third party 
software.  This is what every artist coming from other game platforms has 
been looking for since Second Life’s inception.  The ability to create content 
free from the restrictions of the Second Life tool set.  Freedom to allow your 
creation to take on whatever your imagination can fathom, instead of working 
your imagination around what Linden Lab can fathom.  

 Recently, a question was handed down from Qarl Linden.  Two options.  
Should Linden Lab start working to improve the in-world tools featured in the 
Second Life client, or should they work towards supporting 3D content created 
outside of the Second Life platform.  The decision was left up to a public vote.  
Overwhelmingly, the voices of Second Life rang out in favor of arbitrary mesh 
support.  Here’s why.

the problemS Support for polYgon meSheS Will Solve

 Usually, creating three dimensional content in Second Life consists of a 
process referred to as “building.”  Not 3D modeling, mind you.  The reasoning 
behind this name comes from the process of assembling structures out of 
primitives (“prims” for short), a kind of three dimensional Lego.  In most 3D 
software suites, you can carve shapes out of a single solitary cube or even 
“draw” the outlines of desired shapes in 3D space.  However, in Second Life 
you aren’t wholly creating what you’re building, you’re putting together what 
you’re building out of predefined pieces, such as many cubes, spheres and 
cylinders.

 Prims are what make up the world of Second Life.  They are the building 
blocks of the metaverse.  There basic function is to serve as a medium for the 
residents to create the content of Second Life, within predetermined guidelines.  
Prims are very flexible by allowing you to adjust their size (minimum and 
maximum size limits do apply), proportions and the angles at which they are 
positioned.  Some values you’re able to tinker with can even do such things as cause 
a prim to become hollow or skewered, along with a myriad of other options.  

Polygon meshes are soon to spring from the ground of the metaverse as Second Life's 
new building medium of choice. 
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 The main drawback to regular prims is that while they can come in many 
sizes and shapes, they are exactly limited to those sizes and shapes that they 
come in.  If your project is to create a giant Queen Elizabeth II bobble-head 
doll, unless there happens to be a predefined Queen Elizabeth II bobble-
head doll prim shape (which, of course, there is not), you’ll be confined to 
building your creation out of many different prims (spheres, cylinders, etc) in 
as creative a manner as possible, until you’re able to put together something at 
least resembling Her Royal Majesty. 

 Also, because there are maximum size restrictions, builders are often 
forced into using multiple prims in the place of one (too) large prim.  Imagine 
you wanted to build a wall in Second Life, that was 10 meters tall, four meters 
wide, but 50 meters long. Because prims are limited in size to 10 meters 
in any dimension, you would be forced into creating your wall out of five 
separate cubes, each measuring 10 meters by four meters by 10 meters in 
length.  Before you start tallying how many polygons this wall would consist 
of, you must take into account that each face of a cube shaped prim in Second 
Life is made up of 18 triangle shaped polygons (“Tri’s” for short).  That is 
108 triangles for every cube in Second Life.  Thus, a wall that would have 
taken 12 tri’s total to display on your screen using a regular polygon mesh, 
now takes up 540 tri’s, 144 of which you wouldn’t even see.  If you’ve ever 
wondered why you computer can handle Half-life 2 or Bioshock just fine, but 
chokes on Second life, well, this is where a lot of the graphics lag comes from.  
Developers in Second Life are forced into creating content which is efficient to 
the streaming paradigm of the metaverse, but is inefficiently executed on user’s 
home computers.  Not to mention that along the edge of each prim joining 
another prim, there appears the dreaded prim seam.

 As it stands, yes, there is limited support for 3rd party 3D modeling 
software in Second Life.  You’ve probably seen them before, I am talking 
about sculpted prims.  Sculpted prims are a cool feature of second life that 
allows you to create shapes not native to the platform.  While sculpted prims 
do employ a level of freedom not found in regular prims, and are a very 
innovative solution, they can be quite limiting.  

 Users are restricted to 1024 quads (square shaped polygons) with every 
single sculpted prim you create.  No more, no less.  Every sculpted prim you 
create will feature 1024 quads, regardless of whether you’re actually using 
them all, or you need more.  The set amount of available polygons is a result 
of sculpted prims really only being regular prims in disguise (an image file’s 

A single, cube-shaped Second Life primitive. 
Remember, each of these consists of 108 
polygons. 

A single, cube-shaped Second Life primitive, 
rendered in wire-frame mode.  Here you can 
clearly see 3 faces of the cube, made up of 18 
triangles-shaped polygons each.

A 10 meter x 4 meter x 50 meter wall.  Because of prim size limitations, a wall like this must be 
built out of 5 separate cubes, lined up, end to end.  One hundred and eight polygons, times five 
prims, comes to a total of 540 polygons.  This is a particularly high amount of polygons, consid-
ering a mesh of this shape would consist of only 12 polygons.  Don’t forget that you are unable 
to even see the polygons making up the faces between prims. 



This a
polygon mesh, 
in the form of 
a house.  We 
put together 
only the house 
exterior here, 
so nothing is 
“inside.”  As a 
polygon mesh, 
the house con-
sists of 1489 
triangle shaped 
polygons, or 
“Tri’s”.  

Because we 
were able to 
define our own 
UV texture 
space for the 
house, we 
could fit all the 
texturing
information 
into one 
1024x1024 
image file.

The same 
polygon mesh 
(house), 
rendered in 
wire-frame 
mode.

The same 
house, built out 
of prims.  It 
took about 70 
prims (cubes).  
With each cube 
having 108 
tri’s, the poly-
count comes to 
a total of 7560 
tri’s.  Also, since 
prims force you 
to texture their 
faces individu-
ally, we would 
have had to 
utilize multiple 
image files of 
varying resolu-
tion to efficient-
ly texture this 
house in-world.
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RGB color channels are used to displace the surface of the prim in 3D space).  
Because of this, not only are the resulting objects limited in their achievable 
amount of definition, but they can also be responsible for a considerable 
amount of unwarranted lag by “wasting” polygons.  Even though regular prims 
can and do cause this very same problem, sculpted prims, in many cases, can 
force your computer to display and process many polygons that may not be 
necessary, or even seen.  Again, this is not the “fault” of a given sculpted prim 
because it is a sculpted prim, but because a sculpted prim is a prim in general, 
this problem arises.  

WhY meSh Support Would help

 The “builders” of Second Life need to be able to put a vertex exactly 
where they want it.  They need to be able to texture their objects intuitively, 
instead of fooling around with the insanity that is sculpted prim (normalized) 
UV texture space.  They no longer want to be chained down by the simple, 
encumbering tool-set that is the Second Life build menu.  They want 
efficiency.  They want reliability.  

 The first thing people would notice about arbitrary mesh support in 
Second Life would be the wide variety of software and tools available to get 
the job done.  Ranging from free to thousands of dollars in value, the software 
list, for the most part, very much resembles the software listed supporting 
sculpted prims.  So, many sculpted prim creators in the metaverse would be 
familiar with some of the tools available.  There isn’t much software out there 
intended solely to put together sculpted prims (you can count how many with 
your fingers), although much of the polygon modeling software on the market 
has been stretched into allowing its use in creating sculpted prims.  

 Were a standard format for 3D content to be supported within Second 
Life, users would be able to switch the tool-sets they use to whatever they like.  
You don’t like Zbrush’s interface?  Switch to Mud box, it is quite intuitive.  
Can’t afford Maya or 3ds max?  Blender is free, and just as powerful (if 
not more so, in some cases).  Want even more functionality than is already 
provided in your favorite choice of 3D software?  Most packages come with 
scripting systems and API’s that allow user customization of their respective 
tool-sets.  The choice is yours, because the standard would be the same across 
all of the platforms.

 True arbitrary mesh support would allow you to take advantage of every 
single polygon included in your object.  Third party software would allow you 

to direct every face, edge and vertex, far beyond the limits of prims, or even 
sculpted prims.  Essentially, users would be given the ability to create the exact 
shape, and even the exact polygonal topology they wanted.  If there were size 
limits to polygon meshes once imported into Second Life, you would be able 
to account for this within the design of the smaller meshes, and keep up the 
illusion of one, continuous, larger structure.  You could rely on the shape of the 
resulting object in Second Life staying true to this design.  There would be no 
more hiding the seams between prims with more prims (as in hiding polygons 
you can’t really see anyway with even more polygons).

 By allowing arbitrary meshes on the grid, users would be able to define 
the UV texture space associated with the objects they bring into Second Life.  
Because of this, texturing content in the metaverse would be many more times 
efficient.  UV texture space is a sort of cloth pattern, laid over the geometry 
of your object.  It tells your computer which areas of a given image file 
correspond to specific positions on a given polygonal mesh.  If you’ve ever 
made skins or clothes for Second Life avatars, you know what I’m talking 
about.  Those templates everyone uses to get their clothes fitting correctly are 
essentially the UV texture space for the most common, deformable, animated, 
arbitrary mesh on Second Life, the Second Life avatar.  Instead of having to 
apply many separate image files, and then tweak the offset, rotation or repeat 
settings, you could texture an entire object with one, single image file, on the 
first go around.

 Furthermore, supporting these sorts of objects would open doors, later 
on down the road.  Many 3D formats, such as COLLADA, were developed 
with features (animation, for example) other than just object geometry in mind.  
Were a standard such as this to be implemented, users could look forward to 
these features being brought online more quickly than otherwise expected, 
because the framework of interoperability between them and the underlying 
polygon mesh would already be there.  

 Polygon meshes would add a level of vibrancy and style to Second Life 
not yet seen in the metaverse.  Gone will be the days of hacking out work-
arounds to problems caused by the primitive building environment.  The 
Grid’s 3D artists will finally be given the chance to unleash the full amount 
of imagination and potential that polygon mesh support would provide.  User 
frame rates will go up, and the amount of wasted prims on the grid will go 
down.  The only people hurt will be the ones afraid of change. 








